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About This Game

Momo is a horror game based on the history of the message user "momo", in the game, you will be a guy that contacts momo by
message, and now he will be pursued by the monster of momo.

You will have to complete some tasks before get rescued, like search things.
The objetive is to survive until the timer reachs 00:00 then, the police will arrive and you would able to escape.

As soon as you get home. He's starting to spoil things. Like electronic appliances.
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Title: The Momo Game
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Caffeine
Publisher:
Cheesecake
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000 or better

Storage: 1600 MB available space

English
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This game is shaping up to be something great. Definitely one of the few Early Access games I could recommend getting. It's
only 5 dollars, come on and get it.. 4 days ago I bought the pack with 60% discount, now it's 90% discount. Unhappy.. A faithful
adaptation of an excellent tactical tabletop game!. Cheap and cheerful for paintjobs. Your typical shoot em up game. Enjoyed it
from start to finish. Soundtrack was amazing and the color style had a nice touch. The game is tough and most of the time you
wont be able to dodge the enemys bullets
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First 5 levels are short and easy. 6th level is painstakingly long for only having 3 lives, and uncharacteristically difficult. The
bossfights are great, especially level 6, but the difficulty spike is bonkers for the entire level. Definitely worth the dollar for a
good retro romp. But don't be deceived by the first 2/3 of the game.

Update: Beat level 6 using an exploit since I've already gotten through the level. Still love the boss. Level 7? Yeah, no idea. No
roll, no dash, no slide. Seems like trial and error, and I'm not interested.. If you like Warhammer 40k and epic battles with
robots of the size of the Empire State i have good news for you. The game is based in the original tabletop game of the same
name. There´re a lot of stuff to implement and fix but considering that the dev team are just 2 persons, the game is playable and
Holy God Emperor knows that the titans look good firing hell upon each other i´m more than satisfied so far. Also, even in full
price is cheap. I´m really recommending this game.. These kinds of games are hard to find these days, and this is a good one.
CO-OP PLAY. Very similar to Gradius/R-Type. Lots of fun!. Vanguard: Normandy 1944 is a fun multiplayer shooter. it says
"survive in hardcore multiplayer" but take that with a pinch of salt cause once you die and you are waiting for your NCO to
deploy reinforcements you can spectate the players that are alive and warn them of enemies near them, I had to point this out as
I hate that. other than that and getting used to the lighting in this game the low player base can make you think about refunding
the game but once you actually have someone to play with its really fun, of course, its an early access game so we will see where
the developers will go with this project, best of luck to the dev team and definitely give this game a go.. Absolutely gorgeous! I.
LOVE. IT!. This was a plesant suprise -- 7/10

At first I thought this game was bad, but after completeing it it was pretty fun but short (look at playtime).
Kinda wish I woulda been there for the multiplayer, sounds like it would be fun.

10$ and under grab it.. I havent beaten this game yet, I'll come back and edit this once I do.

Haque is an intriguing and addictive roguelike game. On the scale of "D&D: The Video Game" to "You Just FIght Guys" it
tends towards the latter, which generally doesn't excite me that much. But with an immense number of races, classes, weapons,
items, pets, monsters, special abilities, and environments, this game brims with that "new game" feeling. You know what I
mean; when it feels like anything is possible because you haven't discovered all the boundaries of the game yet. To me, that has
always been the most important job of procedural games, and Haque is one of the only new ones to pull it off.

Too many roguelikes any more have a painfully limited number of -things- in them, which to me has always felt like a huge
waste of potential. This isn't quite Nethack (i dont think), but its definitely got more stuff to mess with than I'm used to. Its just
a grab-bag of goodies every playthrough.

It has a killer sense of humor (a professor brothers quote led me to a fun-filled rewatch session), the art style is intriguing and
eye-catching, the music is great, its decently fast paced, and you can die and restart with minimal effort. It has a commendable
amount of visual settings to get it looking just right, and a death screen screenshot feature to boot.

Also: it's hard. Or maybe I haven't figured it out yet? Nah I think it's hard. I keep hearing intriguing story snippets and I honestly
have no idea what to expect so I AM STOKED TO KEEP PLAYING.

TLDR: buy it, its excellent.. so i bought 2 packs. this and the graff, but i use my original war gaming account on steam instead
of using a steam one, so you go into prop and change the steam.i thing or what ever and now i cant use the ships i bought
because it not on my steam account or whatever? like really because i didnt want to start over i lost 20 bucks. gg thanks alot.
Gets really repetitive and old really quick, only one song played the hour I played, all the rooms look the same, puzzles aren't
hard but instead consist of frustratingly difficult and precise jumps which are made harder by the isometric view.. Great
graphics, sound effects/tracks.

Setting is unusual (at least, for western), pretty dark. It's low on content (playtime is ~1-3h depending on your reading speed and
if you want to see different decisions), some regular VN features are missing.Updates are taking quite a bit of time, but I cannot
say, that they're not worth it.

If you're wondering if it's abandoned because last update was X months ago, it's not. Devs are just prefer to tell news on their
patreon. I can recommend this game but keep in mind that this is a long term investment, as I already said, there's not enough
content right now.
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Edit: Updated for second chapter
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